carpet/table sweeper (brush surrounded by metal, with plastic handle)

Napkin ring, wood

teacup with design of farming around the side, and sheep at the bottom on the inside

teacup, Japanese design with woman dressed in kimonos

Shaving mug (ceramic, with gold designs on outside)

Candy dish top (ceramic, all white wavy edges, fragment)

small cup (gold rim, and picture of sail boat on side in red)

Shaving mug (ceramic with "Father" written on side in gold letters)

drinking glass (purple glass)

Drinking glass (purple glass, with grape vine engraving around the side)

Sugar shaker (crystal engraved base with metal top)

tea cup with saucer (ceramic, flower designs, teacup broken)

Vase, two handled, small (purple and yellow with flowery designs)

desert bowl (White chine bowl with blue line around edge and "Rio Grande" written on edge. Syracuse China)

Candy container (top and frame of bottom made out of ornamented metal, bowl is blue glass)

small milk pitcher (white ceramic, crack at bottom of handle)

plate set (Wedgwood plates, made in England, one a depiction of the Battle of Lexington in the Revolutionary War, another the Boston Tea Party, and the last a depiction of the Landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, painted blue designs)

dinner plate (made in England, ceramic, red design of country home with flowers surrounding picture and bird in top right)

commemorative plates (7 plates depicting different types of sports, in French, numbers 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12, sports such as the "Lutte," "Danse," "Escrime," "Alpinisme," "Aerostation," "Foot-ball," and "Natation")
C91.18.1953 mug (orange glass with grape vine relief around outside)